Queuing theory based on the actual situation in the communication system must be defined within the mathematical model of the building and analysis. To shorten the time for communication time as the target of communications equipment, the average rate services to scientific and reasonable request is analyzed in-depth in the paper.
Assumptions
Based on Queuing theory, the mathematical model of the communication system is analyzed and the assumptions are made as follows:
(1) All the input and output.
(2) Equipments works on FCFS principle (First come, first serve).
(3) All the equipments are in good shape.
Building of the model
In order to guarantee the consistence in symbols in the following passage, some regulations is made as follows, =average information that system receives per time span;
i Computer and Information Science February, 2009 153 =average serving rate of i; =average serving intensity of equipment i; It is mainly concerned about two parameters of the system as follows: 1) Wsi, average lingering time, which is the expected value of working time of equipments i.
2) Wqi, average waiting time, which is the expected value of waiting time of information at equipment i.
Building of the model of sub-systems
Seen from the Diagram 1, the system has both sub-system in series and sub-system in parallel, so it is complicated. But the system can be converted into an equivalent one which consists of only sub-systems in series by converging a1, a2 into sub-system1, and converging b1, b2, b3 into sub-system2. As we can see below, So the system can be regarded that consists of two M/M/1system in series, the I/O distribution and the time that information is served are listed below , (t 0)
In above formula, random variable Vi stands for the time that information is served(i=1,2,…). Based on above conclusions, the serving intensity of exchange equipment is listed .
Meanwhile, average lingering time and average waiting time are concluded , .
After analyzing and inducing, it is known that I/O of customers of transmitting equipments comply with Poisson distribution, and the time that information arrives complies with minus exponential distribution. So the average lingering time and average waiting time are correspondingly listed below, , Based on Diagram2, the exchange equipment can be divided into three parts below, As these two different equipments in exchange equipments are dependent to each other, information is allocated to two devices a1, a2 in proportion. For the equipments deal with the information randomly, the set of all the input incidence of the two equipments is , ,the probability formula is listed .
As information is allocated to exchange devices at random in line with probability distribution, it can be considered as two M /M /1-type serving system with different arrival rate of information. If the ratio of two equipments is supposed to , there are , Provided that the system is constantly stable, the formula of average lingering time and average waiting time are concluded , , (
The input incidence is , .
The probability formula is .
If the serving rate ratio of the two equipments is defined as , average lingering time and average waiting time of information are known as follows : :
Modeling of the system and solution
Under specific circumstance, it is only need to know average lingering time and average waiting time of information and it s minimum. Based on the above conclusion, it is known that 
. . 
Analysis of the model
The optimum can be gain by adjusting System 2 to make sub-systems serving rate 1 2 3 , , equal.
According to the solution, the communication systems and the whole communication time can be further analyzed. minimized and reasonable, which also help us to minimize the whole communication time and get an optimum.
Conclusion
Through building and analyzing of the model, the efficiency of the system can be improved and the time can be reduced by adjusting the serving rate of the equipments. Besides, the model helps the commanders who organize the communication with the decision. What s more, it is still need some improvement on the model, as there are more things to do when a more complicated situation and the details are discussed. Lu, Chuanfen, (1994 
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